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Winter-Spring 2024 Releases
Where Good Books are Ready for Press

9781400340873
Pub Date: 2/13/2024
$12.99
Paperback

240 Pages
Humor  /  Form

True Facts That Sound Like Bull$#*t: World History
500 Preposterous Facts They Definitely Didn’t Teach You in School
Shane Carley

Summary
Turkeys used to be worshipped as gods? Bull$#*t! Prove you are the smartest
schmuck in the room with 500 world history facts that sound too absurd to be
true.

Knowledge is power! Crush the competition at trivia night or start the most interesting
conversation ever with real facts that are hard to believe. This book is loaded with
mind-blowing facts that are sure to keep you wondering, "How are these even true?"
while equipping you to outsmart everyone in the room. Including:

Turkeys were once worshipped as gods by the Mayans.
Forks were seen as sacrilegious in 11th century Italy.
Pope Gregory IV once declared a war on cats.
President Abraham Lincoln is in the Wrestling Hall of Fame.
The longest war in history lasted from 1651 to 1986, between the Netherlands
and the Isles of Scilly. There were no casualties.

Put your game face on and prove once and for all that you are the real history
know-it-all! Gather your friends and family 'round and get ready to learn some crazy
trivia they definitely didn’t teach you in history class.

Contributor Bio
Shane Carley was born in New Hampshire, and, after almost a decade in Washington,
DC, he has triumphantly returned to the beautiful Granite State. A longtime aficionado
of all types of alcohol, Shane jumped at the opportunity to launch a series of cocktail
companion books. His love of the written word transcends formal publication, and he
currently works as a content developer for award-winning PR agency Matter
Communications. Shane is a science fiction enthusiast who hopes someday to make
the jump into fiction writing. He once met Warren Ellis and it was the greatest moment
of his life.
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9781646434459
Pub Date: 3/12/2024
$29.99
Hardcover

224 Pages
Crafts & Hobbies  /  Flower
Arranging

Everyday Bouquet
52 Beautiful Arrangements for Every Season
Alex Vaughan

Summary
Featuring 52 exceptional arrangements, Everyday Bouquet gives you
everything you need to create gorgeous displays right at home.

From sophisticated arrangements made to complement any gathering to wild bouquets
to liven up your living space, Everyday Bouquet introduces you to the tips and
techniques for designing exquisite floral arrangements from the expert herself. This
comprehensive guide includes step-by-step instructions for every arrangement. Learn
how to accent your home, create arrangements to suit your unique style and taste,
take advantage of the best seasonal varieties, and more.

Inside you'll learn how to:

Buy the best flowers
Select your colors and textures
Pair your blooms
Pick your vase
Give the best flower care
Choose your tools
And more!

Stunning photography captures each blossom in these brilliant and imaginative
displays, all of which are created with an emphasis on seasonality. Inventive enough to
appease the experienced florist but approachable enough for complete beginners,
florists of all backgrounds will be inspired by the dramatic, romantic, lavish, simplistic,
and creative designs in this book. Learn from the best in the business with Everyday
Bouquet.
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9781400340767
Pub Date: 2/6/2024
$27.99
Hardcover

224 Pages
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic

Tacos and Tequila
100+ Vibrant Recipes That Bring Mexico to Your Kitchen
Cider Mill Press

Summary
Tacos aren’t just for Tuesday. Now every night is Taco Night! Bring the vibrant
flavors of Mexico to your kitchen with Tacos & Tequila.

This cookbook is packed with delicious recipes that capture the spirit of Mexican
cuisine. Add some flare to your next meal with soft taquitos, crisp tacos al pastor,
classic carne asada, or fish tacos. Explore beloved classics and new twists as you take
a journey through Mexico's colorful culinary heritage and regional specialties.

Inside you'll find:

60+ recipes for flavorful entrees, appetizers, and sides
40+ delicious cocktails to complement your meal and get the party started
Helpful tips on the best fillings and toppings
Mouthwatering photography

Grab the guacamole and mix your favorite margaritas--Tacos & Tequila is guaranteed
to fill any gathering with fun, laughter, and great eats!
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9781400340675
Pub Date: 2/13/2024
$22.99
Hardcover

240 Pages
Cooking  /  Beverages

Après Ski
100 Cozy Drinks to Warm Up Your Winter
Cider Mill Press

Summary
Hit the slopes then warm up afterward with the quintessential après ski
cocktail! This book features classic and creative cocktail recipes that are sure
to satisfy after a day of skiing or snowboarding.

When the lifts stop turning and the skis go back on the rack, these delicious drinks will
help you relax and recharge in front of the fire. From hot toddies to spiked cocoa, each
recipe is carefully crafted to perfectly complement the winter season, with the use of
seasonal flavors and high-quality spirits. You can enjoy the flavors of the winter season
all year long.

Inside you'll find recipes for:

Irish Coffee
Cranberry Margarita
Moscow Mule
Maple Bourbon Cider
Gin & Tonic with Rosemary
And more!

Designed for both beginners and experienced bartenders, Après Ski Cocktails provides
easy-to-follow instructions and stunning photos to help you create sensational cocktails
every time. Whether you’re looking for a cozy night in or hosting a winter gathering,
this book has you covered. Your perfect snow day awaits!
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9781400340613
Pub Date: 3/12/2024
$27.99
Hardcover

224 Pages
Cooking  /  Entertaining

Charcuterie by Occasion
100+ Versatile Seasonal Spreads
Alejandra Imlah-Diaz, Jamison Imlah-Diaz

Summary
Bring the life to the party with 100 charcuterie boards that are beautifully
designed with holidays, celebrations, and everything in between in mind.

Sweet and savory, bold and spicy--whatever you need, a charcuterie board has you
covered. Charcuterie by Occasion guides you through the entertaining season with
themed charcuterie boards for every celebration. Incorporate seasonal flavors, colors,
and textures as you learn to make exquisite boards that truly pop.

Inside you'll find boards inspired by:

Christmas, Thanksgiving, Halloween, Hanukkah, New Year's Eve, Fourth of July,
Valentine's Day, and more
Bridal showers
Bachelorette and bachelor parties
Spring, summer, autumn, and winter
Baby showers
And more!

Offering simple and creative recipes for beginners and experienced entertainers, these
recipes are sure to wow your guests. From bite-sized appetizers to show-stopping
cheese platters, every recipe is carefully crafted to help you create an unforgettable
spread. Start entertaining like a pro with Charcuterie by Occasion!

Contributor Bio
Alejandra and Jamison are a wife and husband duo with a love for taking restaurant-
caliber recipes and bringing them to the home kitchen in a fun and approachable way.
Having first met while working at a farm-to-table restaurant, they have a deep passion
for the culinary industry that translates to their everyday lives.

Alejandra is a food photographer and stylist with a passion for meals that tell a story,
and Jamie is a trained chef and recipe developer with 15+ years of experience, having
worked at restaurants such as The Inn at Little Washington and Market Table Bistro.
Together they have a lot of fun and creativity, not just in the types of recipes they
develop, but also in executing bespoke and intimate catering events. Their blog, Off
The Line, is packed with recipes that are fresh, feature seasonal ingredients, and
integrate classic cooking techniques. The blog is all about being approachable for the
home cook, like Alejandra, and remarkable for the chef inside all of us, like Jamison.

Based in Northern Virginia, they enjoy visiting the best wineries and breweries around,
taking daily walks and exploring locally sourced ingredients. They believe that each
meal, no matter ho...
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9781400340651
Pub Date: 3/12/2024
$22.99
Hardcover

336 Pages
Cooking  /  Beverages

Sydney Cocktails
An Elegant Collection of Over 100 Recipes Inspired by the Land Down Under
Cider Mill Press

Summary
Sydney Cocktails is an elegant collection of over 100 recipes inspired by the
land down under.

These signature drink recipes from Sydney hotspots pay homage to the flavor capital of
Australia. With over 100 recipes and dozens of bartender profiles, you can drink like a
local whether you’re just visiting or entertaining at home. From Polynesian tiki bars to
70s-inspired retro lounges,locals and tourists alike will discover new watering holes
that are sure to satisfy all tastes. With the best signature creations by prominent
mixologists in the area, this book offers a detailed rundown of the best locations
Sydney has to offer.

Within the gorgeous, die-cut covers, you'll find:

 More than 100 essential and exciting cocktail recipes, including recipes for
bespoke ingredients and other serving suggestions
Interviews with the city’s trendsetting bartenders and mixologists
Bartending tips and techniques from the experts - Food and drink hotspots
across the city
And much more!

Golden beaches, aqua seas, glamorous nightlife--nowhere does it quite like Sydney.
Enjoy this multicultural craft cocktail scene without ever leaving your zip code
with Sydney Cocktails. 
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9781400340774
Pub Date: 3/19/2024
$27.99
Hardcover

224 Pages
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes

Dessert Boards
100+ Decadent Recipes for Any Occasion
Elizabeth Latham

Summary
Take dessert from ordinary to extraordinary with 100 elegant spreads in
Dessert Boards.

The perfect blend of savory and sweet, this cookbook combines the charcuterie board
craze with decadent desserts. Enjoy a wide array of delicious flavors--from fruity to
creamy to crunchy--with impressive presentations. Step-by-step instructions make it
simple to craft stunning creations.

Inside you'll find:

100 recipes for irresistible dessert spreads
Themed boards to suit a vast array of holidays and occasions
Tips for building the perfect board and selecting the right ingredients
Mouthwatering photography to inspire your next charcuterie venture

Planning your next party is easy and delicious with Dessert Boards!
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9781400340590
Pub Date: 4/2/2024
$19.99
Hardcover

160 Pages
Cooking  /  Beverages

How to Drink Whiskey
From Grains to Glasses, Everything You Need to Know
Carlo DeVito

Summary
This comprehensive guide to whiskey appreciation teaches you everything
you need to know, from selecting the perfect bottle to savoring its complex
flavors and aromas.

Whiskey is more than just a drink--it's a cultural icon, steeped in history and tradition.
But for many, knowing how to appreciate whiskey can be a daunting task. That's where
this book comes in. Discover the basics of whiskey-making, the art of distilling, aging,
and blending. Learn about the different types of whiskey, their origins, and how to read
a whiskey label like a pro. Inside you'll find three whiskey cocktail recipes for each
featured type of whiskey.

Delve into the nuanced world of flavor profiling with valuable tips on identifying the
unique flavors and aromas of different whiskeys. From the smoky richness of peated
Scotch to the sweet caramel notes of bourbon, you'll learn how to savor each sip and
fully appreciate the complexity of this celebrated spirit.  This is an essential resource
for any whiskey lover. Engaging insights on notable distilleries and distillers will help
you enjoy whiskey like never before.

So pour yourself a dram, settle in, and let How to Drink Whiskey be your guide on this
rewarding journey to the heart of whiskey country.

Contributor Bio
Carlo DeVito is one of the most experienced wine, beers, and spirits editors in the
world whose list of authors has included The Wine Spectator, The New York Times,
Michael Jackson, Kevin Zraly, Clay Risen, Matt Kramer, Oz Clarke, Tom Stevenson,
Howard G. Goldberg, Josh M. Bernstein, Stephen Beaumont, Ben McFarland, Jim
Meehan, Salvatore Calabrase, William Dowd, and many others. His books and authors
over the years have won James Beard, Gourmand, and IAACP awards. He has traveled
to wine regions in California, Canada, up and down the east coast, France, Spain, and
Chile. He is the author of Jiggers and Drams: A Whiskey Journal, and is the publisher
of East Coast Wineries website which covers wines, beer, whisky, wine, and ciders from
Maine to Virginia.
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9781400340606
Pub Date: 4/2/2024
$19.99
Hardcover

160 Pages
Cooking  /  Beverages

How to Drink Wine
From Grapes to Glasses, Everything You Need to Know
Carlo DeVito

Summary
This comprehensive guide to wine appreciation teaches you everything you
need to know, from selecting the perfect bottle to pairing it with your favorite
meal.

Wine is more than just a drink--it's a passion, a lifestyle, and an art form. But for many
people, knowing how to appreciate wine can be a daunting task. That's where this book
comes in. Discover valuable information on the history of winemaking, the different
types of wine, and how they vary by region and season. Learn the right way to taste
wine, how to read wine labels, and how to store your bottles for optimal aging. Inside
you'll find three wine cocktail recipes for each featured type of wine.

With expert tips on selecting the right glassware, serving temperatures, and decanting
techniques, How to Drink Wine is an essential resource for any sommelier in the
making. Engaging insights on notable wineries and wine makers will help you enjoy
wine like never before.

So pour yourself a glass, settle in, and let How to Drink Wine be your guide on this
rewarding journey through the world of wine.

Contributor Bio
Carlo DeVito is one of the most experienced wine, beers, and spirits editors in the
world whose list of authors has included The Wine Spectator, The New York Times,
Michael Jackson, Kevin Zraly, Clay Risen, Matt Kramer, Oz Clarke, Tom Stevenson,
Howard G. Goldberg, Josh M. Bernstein, Stephen Beaumont, Ben McFarland, Jim
Meehan, Salvatore Calabrase, William Dowd, and many others. His books and authors
over the years have won James Beard, Gourmand, and IAACP awards. He has traveled
to wine regions in California, Canada, up and down the east coast, France, Spain, and
Chile. He is the author of Jiggers and Drams: A Whiskey Journal, and is the publisher
of East Coast Wineries website which covers wines, beer, whisky, wine, and ciders from
Maine to Virginia.
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9781400340620
Pub Date: 4/16/2024
$29.99
Hardcover

304 Pages
Cooking  /  Beverages

Cocktail America
Over 200 Cocktails from America’s Greatest Cities
Cider Mill Press

Summary
Take a boozy journey across America with this ultimate guide to the best
cocktails in the country.

From New York to L.A., from New Orleans to Seattle, from Miami to Portland, this
stunning book showcases the carefully crafted cocktails from America’s top mixologists.
Whether you want a classic Manhattan, a fruity daiquiri, a fizzy mojito, or something
more experimental, you'll find a recipe that suits your taste buds. With easy-to-follow
instructions and tips on selecting the best quality ingredients, you'll be able to recreate
the flavors of these popular bars right in your own home.

Inside you'll find:

More than 200 essential and exciting cocktail recipes, including recipes for
bespoke ingredients and other serving suggestions
Interviews with each city's trendsetting bartenders and mixologists
Bartending tips and techniques from the experts
And much more!

Cheers to your favorite cities without ever leaving your zip code with Cocktail America.
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9781400341627
Pub Date: 4/16/2024
$27.99
Hardcover

224 Pages
Cooking  /  Methods

Sheet-Pan Meals
100+ Simple, Delicious, Hassle-Free Dinners
Cider Mill Press

Summary
Simple, delicious, and minimal cleanup--say goodbye to dinnertime hassle.
Sheet-Pan Meals is your guide to quick and easy meals perfect for busy
weeknights and lazy weekends.

Roast, bake, and broil your way to greatness with Sheet-Pan Meals. From savory
chicken to roasted vegetables and perfectly cooked fish, these ingenious recipes are
sure to be crowd-pleasers for every palate. Whether you’re looking for great meals
without the fuss or need to rush to get dinner on the table, these one-and-done meals
make it easy to serve up healthy, homemade meals.

Inside you'll find:

100+ irresistible meals straight from the oven
Easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions
Mouthwatering photography

With this cookbook at your side, you can maximize ease and flavor, and you'll never
again be stumped by the question, "What's for dinner?"
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9781400340354
Pub Date: 5/7/2024
$35.00
Hardcover

640 Pages
Cooking  /  Beverages

Big Tequila
A Comprehensive Guide to Agave Spirits
Emanuele Mensah

Summary
Big Tequila is the ultimate guide to the rich cultural heritage, history, and
makers of this legendary spirit.

Immerse yourself in Mexican tradition and learn the essential role that mezcal and
tequila have played in this country's history and identity. Offering a detailed account of
the transformation of agave into tequila, this book delves into the traditional methods
used to produce tequila and the various techniques that have developed over the
years. Uncover the renowned mezcal and tequila distilleries that have developed these
world-class spirits over the years.

Inside you'll find:

A collection of 75 distillery profiles
25 interviews with distillers and industry experts
Detailed tasting notes
50 delicious cocktail recipes
An in-depth overview of the history of mezcal and tequila
A rundown of the industry beyond Mexico

Featuring stunning photography and engaging stories, this book is a must-have for any
tequila lover, history buff, or traveller looking to understanding the cultural significance
of mezcal and tequila.Discover why tequila has earned its reputation as one of the
finest spirits in the world with Big Tequila.

Contributor Bio
Emanuele Mensah is a mixologist, bar manager, photographer, and videographer based
in Milan, Italy. He has worked for some of the best cocktail bars in the world, including
Disrepute in London and Eau-de-Vie Sydney, and he was named one of the World Class
Top 100 Bartenders by Diageo Reserve.
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9781400340699
Pub Date: 5/7/2024
$22.99
Hardcover

320 Pages
Cooking  /  Beverages

The Home Mixologist
Shake Up Your Cocktail Game with 150 Recipes
Shane Carley

Summary
Shake up your cocktail game with The Home Mixologist, the ultimate guide to
crafting delicious and impressive cocktails right at home.

Whether you're a seasoned bartender or a beginner looking to elevate your home
bartending skills, The Home Mixologist offers a wide range of classic and creative
cocktail recipes to suit any occasion. Mix up your favorite classics and try out
innovative drinks that use unexpected ingredients and techniques. Unleash your inner
mixologist with tips for creating infusions and other bespoke ingredients. With easy-to-
follow, step-by-step instructions, you'll learn how to create perfectly balanced cocktails
and impress your guests.

Inside you'll find:

150 cocktail recipes
Everything you need for your home bar
Recipes for infusions, syrups, tinctures, and more
Stunning, full-color photography

From informal gatherings to extravagant parties, show off your newfound bartending
skills with The Home Mixologist.

Contributor Bio
Shane Carley was born in New Hampshire, and, after almost a decade in Washington,
DC, he has triumphantly returned to the beautiful Granite State. A longtime aficionado
of all types of alcohol, Shane jumped at the opportunity to launch a series of cocktail
companion books. His love of the written word transcends formal publication, and he
currently works as a content developer for award-winning PR agency Matter
Communications. Shane is a science fiction enthusiast who hopes someday to make
the jump into fiction writing. He once met Warren Ellis and it was the greatest moment
of his life.
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9781400340712
Pub Date: 1/2/2024
$10.99
Paperback

112 Pages
Games & Activities  /  Coloring
Books

Color Me Easter
An Adorable Springtime Coloring Book
Editors of Cider Mill Press

Summary
Unwind and express your creativity with the springtime designs in Color Me
Easter.

Bring Easter to life with this charming collection of coloring pages. Take advantage of
the meditative benefits of coloring with bunnies, chicks, decorative Easter eggs, Easter
baskets, beautiful bouquets, and more. These detailed illustrations allow you to
practice mindfulness and will keep you busy for hours.

Color Me Easter includes:

50 coloring pages to help you de-stress
Designs suitable for all skill levels, with a range of selections for beginners and
experienced artists
One-sided pages so your art doesn’t bleed through to the other side?
Anxiety-reducing benefits to lift your mood

Whether you need a calming atmosphere, want to relax at the end of the day, are
trying a new hobby, or just love coloring, there is something here for everyone. Forget
your worries as you explore these creative scenes. You can use colored pencils,
markers, gel pens, watercolors, crayons, or whatever tool you want to fill in these
designs. Let your imagination run wild with Color Me Easter.

Contributor Bio
The Editors of Cider Mill Press craft high-quality cookbooks, elegant wine and spirits
projects, humorous parodies, classic children's books, and more.
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9781400340729
Pub Date: 4/9/2024
$10.99
Paperback

112 Pages
Games & Activities  /  Coloring
Books

Color Me Capybaras
An Adorable Coloring Book
Editors of Cider Mill Press

Summary
Unwind and express your creativity with the fun designs in Color Me
Capybaras.

Who doesn't love capybaras? This hilarious collection of coloring pages is something
you never knew you needed until now. Take advantage of the meditative benefits of
coloring with capybaras driving cars, sunbathing on the beach, listening to tunes, and
living their best lives. These detailed illustrations allow you to practice mindfulness and
will keep you busy for hours.

Color Me Capybaras includes:

50 coloring pages to help you de-stress
Designs suitable for all skill levels, with a range of selections for beginners and
experienced artists
One-sided pages so your art doesn't bleed through to the other side
Anxiety-reducing benefits to lift your mood

Whether you need a calming atmosphere, want to relax at the end of the day, are
trying a new hobby, or just love coloring, there is something here for everyone. Forget
your worries as you explore these creative scenes. You can use colored pencils,
markers, gel pens, watercolors, crayons, or whatever tool you want to fill in these
designs. Let your imagination run wild with Color Me Capybaras.

Contributor Bio
The Editors of Cider Mill Press craft high-quality cookbooks, elegant wine and spirits
projects, humorous parodies, classic children's books, and more.
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9781400341443
Pub Date: 5/14/2024
$10.99
Paperback

112 Pages
Games & Activities  /  Coloring
Books

Color Me Mushrooms
A Funky Fungi Coloring Book
Editors of Cider Mill Press

Summary
Unwind and express your creativity with the whimsical designs in Color Me
Mushrooms. Take advantage of the meditative benefits of coloring with a wide range of
fungi and toadstools. These detailed illustrations allow you to practice mindfulness and
will keep you busy for hours.

Color Me Mushrooms includes:

50 coloring pages to help you de-stress
Designs suitable for all skill levels, with a range of selections for beginners and
experienced artists
One-sided pages so your art doesn't bleed through to the other side?
Anxiety-reducing benefits to lift your mood

Whether you need a calming atmosphere, want to relax at the end of the day, are
trying a new hobby, or just love coloring, there is something here for everyone. Forget
your worries as you explore these creative scenes. You can use colored pencils,
markers, gel pens, watercolors, crayons, or whatever tool you want to fill in these
designs. Let your imagination run wild with Color Me Mushrooms.

Contributor Bio
The Editors of Cider Mill Press craft high-quality cookbooks, elegant wine and spirits
projects, humorous parodies, classic children's books, and more.
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9781400340811
Pub Date: 3/5/2024
$9.99
Hardcover

32 Pages
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Activity
Books

I Love You, Dad!
A Book Made Just for You
Hannah Sheldon-Dean

Summary
Say "I love you, dad" with this special collection of activities.

I Love You, Dad! has a range of fun and easy activities for kids to complete. Children
can draw a family portrait, write down their favorite memories with dad, list ten things
they love about him, fill in the blanks, doodle, write poems, fill in coloring pages, and
more. Make his day extra special with 15 ways to celebrate dad.

This book offers a personal touch that will be cherished for years to come. There’s no
better way to show love and appreciation than with I Love You, Dad! He is sure to
treasure it forever.

Contributor Bio
Hannah Sheldon-Dean?is a writer, editor, and educator specializing in publications for
children and young adults. She has written several activity books, nonfiction titles, and
gift books with Penguin Young Readers and Whalen Book Works, and she writes and
edits fiction, nonfiction, and educational materials for a variety of outlets. She is also a
staff writer and editor at the Child Mind Institute and a volunteer mentor with Girls
Write Now in New York City. Hannah received a Master's of Social Work from New York
University and a BA in Literary Arts and Education Policy from Brown University, and
she loves to work on projects that fall at the intersection of those fields. She lives in
Brooklyn but grew up in Vermont, so you might see her wandering the city in search of
pine trees, mourning doves, caterpillars, or whatever other bits of nature she can find.
She also loves singing with her choir, baking bread, and dreaming about the animal
sanctuary she'll open someday. Find her at?www.hannahsheldon-dean.com.
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9781400340804
Pub Date: 3/5/2024
$9.99
Hardcover

32 Pages
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Activity
Books

I Love You, Mom!
A Book Made Just for You
Hannah Sheldon-Dean

Summary
Say "I love you, mom" with this special collection of activities.

I Love You, Mom! has a range of fun and easy activities for kids to complete. Children
can draw a family portrait, write down their favorite memories with mom, list ten
things they love about her, fill in the blanks, doodle, write poems, fill in coloring pages,
and more. Make her day extra special with 15 ways to celebrate mom.

This book offers a personal touch that will be cherished for years to come. There's no
better way to show love and appreciation than with I Love You, Mom! She is sure to
treasure it forever.

Contributor Bio
Hannah Sheldon-Dean?is a writer, editor, and educator specializing in publications for
children and young adults. She has written several activity books, nonfiction titles, and
gift books with Penguin Young Readers and Whalen Book Works, and she writes and
edits fiction, nonfiction, and educational materials for a variety of outlets. She is also a
staff writer and editor at the Child Mind Institute and a volunteer mentor with Girls
Write Now in New York City. Hannah received a Master's of Social Work from New York
University and a BA in Literary Arts and Education Policy from Brown University, and
she loves to work on projects that fall at the intersection of those fields. She lives in
Brooklyn but grew up in Vermont, so you might see her wandering the city in search of
pine trees, mourning doves, caterpillars, or whatever other bits of nature she can find.
She also loves singing with her choir, baking bread, and dreaming about the animal
sanctuary she'll open someday. Find her at?www.hannahsheldon-dean.com.
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Discovering Birds
The Ultimate Handbook to the Birds of the World
Julius Csotonyi, Thomas Nelson

Summary
Take a journey through the fascinating world of birds with this tactile book
jam-packed with scientific facts and incredible full-color illustrations.

From soaring eagles to colorful parrots, this book explores the diverse array of birds
that inhabit our world. Learn about each species' life cycle, nesting habits, migration
patterns, behaviors, physical characteristics, and distinct songs.

Inside you'll find:

Profiles of 100+ amazing birds across a range of habitats
Fun facts highlighting the fascinating features of each species
Incredible full-page illustrations

Designed to inspire curiosity and a love of nature, Discovering Birds promises to
encourage a lifelong appreciation of learning and the great outdoors.

Contributor Bio
Dr. Julius Csotonyi is one of the world's most high-profile and talented contemporary
scientific illustrators. His considerable academic expertise informs his stunning,
dynamic art. He has created life-sized dinosaur murals for the Royal Ontario Museum
and for the?Children's Museum of Indianapolis, as well as most of the artwork for the
exhibit "Deep Time" in the David H. Koch Hall of Fossils at the Smithsonian National
Museum of Natural History in Washington, D.C. He lives in Canada. His books
include?Dinosaur World; Discovering Reptiles;?Discovering Sharks;?Discovering
Bugs;?Discovering Whales, Dolphins & Porpoises;?Discovering Tigers, Lions, & Other
Big Cats;?The Paleoart of Julius Csotonyi;?Prehistoric Predators; Dino World; Shark
World; and Bug World.
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